
alphas from betas. The literature on maximising
information ratios focuses only on the active
management process and ignores two actions used
by clients or managers to improve risk-adjusted
performance: passive management and
leverage/deleverage using cash. This paper
demonstrates the impact of maximising the wrong
objective function and shows the benefit of

Abstract

Many papers on active management argue for
maximising information ratios using a
risk-budgeting framework. Recent innovations in
risk-adjusted performance measures show why
maximising information ratios on active portfolios
could be the wrong policy and also provide a
different twist to the discussion on separating
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Practical applications

Many practitioners focus on trying to maximise the information ratio of active assets for a
given tracking error, as there is a perception that higher information ratios imply higher
skill. This paper first demonstrates that higher information ratios may not transfer into
higher confidence in skill and, more importantly, that a new class of risk-adjusted
performance measures are providing invaluable advice on optimal portfolio construction. In
short, for a given tracking error budget, the paper demonstrates that the correct approach is
to maximise risk-adjusted return. Using performance measures such as the M-square or the
M-cube to evaluate risk-adjusted performance also provides clients with invaluable advice
on optimal portfolio construction; specifically, allocations to cash, the passive benchmark
(‘the beta’) and the active strategy (which may include multi-manager portfolios). In short,
a more effective way of creating optimal portfolios is to integrate the active–passive and
leverage–deleverage decisions to achieve a desired risk budget (with certain constraints on
volatility of the optimal portfolio) and not just maximise the information ratio on the
active component.
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maximising risk-adjusted returns for the entire
fund, rather than the information ratio on the
active component.

INTRODUCTION

Since the prospective returns for passive
benchmarks are moderate (having declined
over the last three years), clients are
searching for higher returns. Many are
exploring different ways to generate excess
returns over the benchmark (alpha) through
a mix of strategies. The challenge for
clients, is to construct robust portfolios
using the many possible investment ideas
that they have researched or have access to.
All this, however, needs to be done within
existing risk budgets.

Portfolio managers are trying to create
portfolios of the best investment rules for
their clients to either hold onto or gain
new assets. Pension funds are trying to
implement the best active management
decisions (tactical asset allocation, sector
allocation etc) and hire the best external
manages and allocate appropriate amounts
to them (where portfolios are managed by
external managers). In essence, risk
management today is about making the best
investment decisions to generate the highest
possible returns per unit of risk.

There has been a flood of papers on the
fundamental law of active management and
how clients should select optimal portfolios.
In their widely read book, Grinold and
Kahn1 make three distinct statements: (1)
Larger information ratios are better than
smaller (p. 6); (2) The notion of success is
captured and quantified by the information
ratio (p. 110); and (3) every investor seeks

the strategy or manager with the highest
information ratio (p. 125). These statements
(and related research) will be contrasted in
this paper. Grinold and Kahn make an
interesting point that the excess returns are
uncorrelated with the benchmark returns,
but this is rarely examined in practice and
finding true uncorrelated alpha from
investment managers or strategies is often
very difficult, if not impossible.2 Many
academics and practitioners make the
assumption that investors wish to maximise
the information ratio (defined as the excess
return over the benchmark divided by the
standard deviation of excess returns) or,
alternatively, to maximise the return over
benchmark for a target risk budget (called
the tracking error budget) by optimally
allocating funds across many competing
active alternatives. The idea behind this
approach, not always explicit, is that
investors make a choice between how
much of the portfolio will be active rather
than passive (benchmark performance), and
then try to maximise the returns on the
active portion for the given risk budget. By
doing so, however, they are creating
inefficient portfolios, because they have
either created the portfolio in two stages or
excluded useful investment options which
can allow investors to maximise
risk-adjusted returns. The idea of using
investments in risk-free assets or passive
benchmarks to increase risk-adjusted returns
has been examined in the context of
risk-adjusted performance measures and,
increasingly, such performance measures are
providing guidance on portfolio
construction. In short, investors should try
to maximise risk-adjusted returns on the
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By adapting the Sharpe ratio, they were
able to provide a true performance measure
(ie measured in basis points of performance)
which adjusted for differences in volatility
between a portfolio and its benchmark. This
measure also provided some guidance as to
how much should be invested in the
risk-free rate and the portfolio being
reviewed. This measure came to be called
the M2 measure of risk-adjusted performance,
and the authors were able to demonstrate
that rankings of portfolios would be changed
when this measure was used as opposed to
raw performance. They were also able to
show the flaws in using the information ratio
— a measure that potentially rejected
portfolios with high risk-adjusted
performance because they had negative
information ratios. Research by Muralidhar6

extended this approach to include the
possibility of adding passive portfolios to the
optimal mix (ie in addition to the risk-free
asset and the active opportunities) to
demonstrate that this allowed for an optimal
normalisation of risk-adjusted excess returns
subject to a tracking error budget. More
recent work7 shows that information ratios
may not say enough about confidence in
skill, as high information ratios could lead to
low confidence in skill, depending on how
the performance has been generated (ie an
examination of the excess returns, the
variances of the benchmark and active
strategy and the correlation between the two
is required). In addition, all these measures
suffer from the problem of not adjusting for
time, as a high information ratio over a short
period of time may convey the same
confidence in skill as a much lower
information ratio over longer periods of

whole portfolio, not just information ratios
on the active portfolio.

WHY INFORMATION RATIOS ARE

INCOMPLETE STATISTICS

For a long time, investors satisfied
themselves with using the Sharpe ratio
(ratio of excess return over the risk-free
rate to the standard deviation of that
excess3) and the information ratio (ratio of
excess returns vis-à-vis a benchmark to
standard deviation of excess returns) to
distinguish whether risk-adjusted
performance was good or poor. The
standard deviation of excess returns is
referred to as tracking error in the asset
management industry. The formulae for
tracking error and information ratio are
provided in the Appendix. The simplest
reason for disregarding the strategy with the
highest information ratio is that it may not
produce adequate returns if the risk taken is
too low.4 For example, a strategy with an
information ratio of 1, but which takes
only 0.1 per cent risk generates only 0.1
per cent of returns. This paper moves
beyond this simple shortcoming to show
that even in the context of full utilisation
of risk budgets, it could potentially be an
inadequate measure.

A major contribution from Modigliani and
Modigliani5 highlighted that such measures
were inadequate for investors, as the ratios
said nothing about performance and
provided no guidance as to how portfolios
should be constructed. After all, one cannot
use a ratio to pay pensioners or any other
liability; risk-adjusted performance is a more
direct measure of success.
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time. This paper ignores the time dimension,
which will be addressed in future research.8

Therefore, investors who seek to maximise
the information ratio over a number of
different active strategies or managers run a
big risk — that of excluding the possibility
of two basic alternatives, namely using the
risk-free asset (or cash) or passive alternatives
to create portfolios with the optimal
risk-adjusted excess returns. None of these
possibilities is out of the realm of use either
by an active manager or within an active
strategy and, hence, it shows how a simple,
naı̈ve assumption of excluding investment
possibilities can lead to the wrong result.9

M 2 measure

Modigliani and Modigliani5 make an
important contribution by showing that the
portfolio and the benchmark must have the
same risk in order to compare them in
terms of basis points of risk-adjusted
performance. They define risk as the
volatility or standard deviation of a
portfolio’s returns. They propose that the
portfolio be leveraged or deleveraged using
the risk-free asset. In effect, combining cash
with the active management strategy creates
a more effective portfolio. If B is the
benchmark being compared with portfolio
1, r denotes the return and � denotes the
standard deviation, then the leverage factor
d is defined as follows

d � �B/�i (1)

The M2 adjustment creates a new portfolio,
called the risk-adjusted portfolio (RAP),
which return r(RAP) is equal to the
‘leverage’ factor multiplied by the original

return plus one minus the leverage factor,
multiplied by the risk-free rate. Thus, if
portfolio F is the riskless asset with zero
standard deviation and is uncorrelated with
other portfolios, the risk-adjusted return

r(RAP) � d � r(active portfolio)
� (1 � d)r(F) (2)

where

�RAP � �B (3)

Figure 1 demonstrates this transformation
by carving up the return-standard deviation
space into four regions and showing how a
strategy may be levered or delevered to
have the same standard deviation as that of
the benchmark. The correlation of the
original portfolio to the benchmark is
identical to the correlation of the RAP to
the benchmark, as ‘leverage or deleverage’
using the risk-free rate does not change the
correlation characteristics (because of the
zero correlation). The correlation of the
active portfolio with the benchmark is
normally less than unity. If the
correlation � 1, it could lead to a riskless
arbitrage. Notice, this discussion is not
dependent on the correlation of the excess
return versus the benchmark.

Specifically, the four regions in Figure 1
using the M2 measure are where an investor
would experience:

(1) portfolio outperformance on an absolute
and risk-adjusted basis (positive
information ratio);

(2) portfolio outperformance on an absolute
basis and underperformance on a
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it could lead to incorrect decisions. For
example, portfolios in region IV would
have a negative information ratio, but
would have a risk-adjusted performance
greater than the benchmark, or one would
accept a manager in region II who has a
negative risk-adjusted performance. This
first step in adjusting for risk is adequate to
provide a contrast to the three major claims
of Grinold and Kahn1 which were
highlighted in the introduction. The M2

measure is also preferred to the Sharpe
Ratio as it expresses risk-adjusted
performance in terms of basis points of
outperformance and provides guidance on
assets allocated to the active asset allocation
strategy or external manager (allocation of
d) and the risk-free asset (allocation of
1 � d). Graham and Harvey10 propose a
variation of this method, assuming the

risk-adjusted basis (positive information
ratio);

(3) portfolio underperformance on an
absolute and risk-adjusted basis (negative
information ratio); and

(4) portfolio underperformance on an
absolute basis and outperformance on a
risk-adjusted basis (negative information
ratio).

This paper suggests that this M2 adjustment
allows for a comparison of ‘apples to
apples’, ie returns from the benchmark and
the RAP have the same volatility. It shows
that making this adjustment can reverse
peer rankings of mutual funds, managers or
active strategies, especially those based on
the information ratio. As a result, the paper
discards the use of the information ratio for
evaluating active managers or strategies, as
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Figure 1: Evaluation of the M2 measure
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riskless asset need not be an asset
uncorrelated with other assets. This only
leads to different allocations across funds
rather than suggesting a new approach.

The M2 adjustment made the comparison
in terms of basis points of outperformance
by ensuring all portfolios had the same
variance as the benchmark. It ignored the
possibility of investing in the passive
benchmark, however. As a result, the one
major shortcoming was that two investment
strategies, normalised for the benchmark
volatility, could have different correlations
with the benchmarks and hence different
tracking errors (see equation A1). Tracking
error is important to investors, especially
institutional investors or those to whom
responsibility has been delegated (ie in pure
economic parlance, principals who have
hired agents to manage their portfolios),
because it provides a measure of the
variability of a strategy/manager’s returns
around the benchmark. Investors would
prefer, all else being equal, funds/agents
with lower tracking error (and hence
greater predictability in returns and higher
confidence in skill). Hence, the M2 rankings
could provide investors with incorrect
information about the relative risk-adjusted
performance of funds for certain types of
investors.11

M 3 methodology: Adjusting for

differences in correlations

An investor has to rely on the available
data to make projections for the future.
Assuming historical distributions are
preserved in the future, the
three-dimensional problem of comparisons
of return, standard deviations and

correlations (�) has to be synthesised into a
simple two-dimensional space of return and
risk.12 In mean-variance space, the riskless
asset is portfolio F (with returns r(F)) and it
can be used to leverage or deleverage the
desired mutual fund/manager or active
strategy. In tracking error space, the only
riskless portfolio is the one with zero
tracking error (TE) or the benchmark
portfolio, as it is perfectly correlated with
itself (where � � 1, TE � 0, as �B � �1).
Therefore, combining active
strategies/managers with passive benchmarks
and the riskless asset can be used to alter
the overall portfolio’s standard deviation and
its correlation with the benchmark.

To create measures of correlation-adjusted
performance, the investor needs to invest in
the active strategy (or strategies), the riskless
asset and benchmark to ensure: (a) the
volatility of this composite is equal to that
of the benchmark;1 and (b) the tracking
error of this composite is equal to the
target tracking error.6 This new measure,
termed the M3 (M-cube) measure,
recognises that the investor has to consider
basis points of risk-adjusted performance
after ensuring that correlations of various
funds versus the benchmark are also equal.
In effect, now all tracking errors are
normalised to the same value.

M 3 model as applied to a

retail investor

While the principle is identical for an
investor hiring an external manager or
implementing an active management
strategy (ie an investment manager), this
section assumes that an investor is invested
in a defined contribution pension plan and
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correlation between the CAP and
benchmark B. As demonstrated by
Muralidhar,6 this target correlation of the
portfolio with that of the benchmark (�T,B)
is given by the equation for tracking error
(equation A1) when �B � �CAP–1, namely

�T,B � 1 �
TE(target)2

2�2
B

(5)

By maximising the r(CAP) subject to the
condition that the variance be identical to
the benchmark, and its correlation to the
benchmark equal to the target correlation,
one finds that for mutual fund 1

a � ��� 2
B(1 � �2

T,B)
� 2

1(1 � �2
1,B)

�
�B

�1
�(1 � �2

T,B)
(1 � �2

1,B)
(6)

b � �T,B � a
�1

�B
�1,B (7)

The details of these calculations are
provided in Muralidhar.6 If one substitutes
for a in equation (7), the allocation to the
benchmark is independent of variances and
is only a function of the correlation terms.
While b and (1 � a � b) may be greater
than or less than zero (negative coefficients
being equivalent to shorting the futures
contract relating to the benchmark and
borrowing at the risk-free rate), a is
constrained to being positive, as it is not
currently possible to short mutual funds.16

With active management strategies,
however, a can be positive and negative.

This method is preferred to the M2, as it:
(1) expresses risk-adjusted performance in
basis points; (2) gives advice on portfolio
construction — specifically between the
risk-free asset, the benchmark (passive
investing) and the active portfolio (active

must evaluate several mutual funds.
Hammond13 states that, to establish
performance-related thresholds for
managers, the investor must set a target
tracking error and compare funds with the
target. A similar approach is proposed by
Litterman et al.14

Assume that the investor is willing to
tolerate a certain target annualised tracking
error around the benchmark, say 300 basic
points (bps) (TE(target)).15 The investor
essentially wants to earn the highest
risk-adjusted alpha for a given tracking
error and variance of the portfolio. Now
define a, b and (1 � a � b) as the
proportions invested in the mutual fund,
the benchmark and the riskless asset. Let
CAP be the correlation adjusted portfolio
and therefore the returns of a CAP

r(CAP) � ar(mutual fund) � br(B)
� (1 � a � b)r(F) (4)

As one can see, this is an extension of the
M2 measure. Further, the investor must
hold appropriate proportions of each to
ensure the final portfolio has the target
tracking error and the standard deviation of
the benchmark. For a specific mutual fund,
say mutual fund 1 with a risk-adjusted
return r(CAP-1), equation (4) can be
rewritten as

r(CAP � 1) � ar(1) � (1 � a � b)r(F)
� br(B) (4�)

where the coefficients of each portfolio
represent the optimal weight of that specific
portfolio to ensure complete risk
adjustment. In addition, from the constraint
on tracking error, there is a unique target
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management); and (3) provides rankings
that are identical with rankings based on
skill for equal time horizons.

Muralidhar17,18 extends this approach to
multiple manager portfolio or multiple
investment strategies which is briefly
summarised here.19 Define K as the
portfolio of active management strategies,
each with weight wi, and now the objective
function is to select optimal weights for
each active investment opportunity (or awi),
passive benchmark b and risk-free asset
(1 � a � b), so as to maximise the
risk-adjusted return subject to a tracking
error target or budget.

Mathematically, this is shown as choosing
wi to

maximise r(CAP � K) � maximise[ar(K)
� br(B) � (1 � a � b)r(F)] (8)

subject to

�CAP–K � �B (9)
�CAP–K � �T,B (10)
�wi � 1 (11)

Muralidhar6 demonstrates that maximising
the r(CAP) as opposed to maximising the

information ratio provides the best outcome
as well as outcomes that provide the
highest confidence in skill in the strategy.
Even where clients are not allowed to
‘leverage’ as Figure 1 demonstrates, some
strategies are better delevered to make for
optimal portfolio construction. As a result,
this technique can be used with any
restrictions that a particular client may have.

A quick numerical simulation

While this discussion, especially Figure 1,
provides adequate reason to disregard the
maximisation of information ratios as an
objective, the same is demonstrated with
some numbers. Compare the strategy of
maximising the risk-adjusted return versus
the process of either maximising the
information ratio on the active component
or the classic two-stage process of
differentiating between an active and
passive component and then maximising
information ratios within the active
component. Assume that there are three
active strategies to choose from, and their
performance relative to the benchmark is
provided in Table 1. Also, assume a
risk-free asset (F) with an annualised return
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Table 1: Information on mutual fund managers

Correlation
Return
(%)

Risk
(%) Rf Bench Mgr A Mgr B Mgr C

Excess
ret (%)

Tracking
err (%) IR

rRAP
(%)

Risk free

Benchmark

Manager A

Manager B

Manager C

5.00

23.01

22.07

25.02

34.44

0.00

13.39

10.88

15.71

15 58

1

0

0

0

0

0.00

1.00

–0.18

0.36

0.14

0.00

–0.18

1.00

0.29

0.78

0.00

0.36

0.29

1.00

0.82

0.00

0.14

0.78

0.82

1.00

–18.01

0.00

–0.94

2.01

11.43

13.39

0.00

18.71

16.58

19.02

–1.35

–0.05

0.12

0.62

26.0

22.1

30.3



information ratio conveys little information
about the value or skill of the manager. For
simplicity, no constraints are imposed on
the sign or size of any allocation, as this
would provide a very specific example of
the more general proof attempted here.

A more interesting aspect is when
multiple investment opportunities are
included in a portfolio. Two strategies are
constructed in Table 2: (1) maximising the
risk-adjusted performance versus the target
tracking error using M3; and (2) maximising
the information of the active component in
isolation and then combining with cash and
passive benchmarks in the second stage.
The second simulation is conducted in two
ways: (1) try to maximise the information
ratio on the active portion only assuming
the tracking error budget of 10 per cent
(which is not achievable in this case for the

of 5 per cent with no variance. Table 1
provides information on the correlation
across investment strategies and also
information ratios and risk-adjusted
performance (using the single active
strategy) assuming a target tracking error of
10 per cent. Notice also that all managers
have a tracking error far in excess of the
target. Table 1 demonstrates how Manager
A, with a negative information ratio, has a
positive risk-adjusted performance (higher
than that of Manager B who has a positive
information ratio). While not reported in
the table, Manager A has the highest
r(CAP) of 35.1 per cent, followed by
Manager C with an r(CAP) of 34.1 per
cent. This shows that, if an investor
normalises for standard deviation or tracking
error in the correct manner to determine
the highest risk-adjusted return, the
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Table 2: Allocations for maximising risk-adjusted performance versus maximising
information ratios

Max r(CAP) (%) Max IR (Active only) (%)

Risk free

Benchmark

Active (of which)

Manager A

Manager B

Manager C

Total

Return

Risk

Tracking error

IR

Correlation with BM

–73.2

80.1

93.1

92

14

–6

100.00

36.48

13.39

10.00

1.35

0.72

0.0

0.0

100.0

120

156

–175

100.00

4.99

6.97

12.70

–1.42

0.36



investment options chosen); and (2)
maximise the information ratio on double
the budget (20 per cent tracking error) and
then decide between this active portfolio
and passive management and cash. As Table
2 shows, if one tries to maximise the
information ratio on the active-only
portion, the lowest possible tracking error
achievable is 12.7 per cent, which gives a
negative information ratio and a poor
overall return. Compare this with the
situation where the risk-adjusted
performance is maximised. This is not a
surprise, as all the active managers are high
tracking error managers. More important,
the allocation to Manager C is negative,
and this was the manager with the highest
information ratio. In a perverse way, the

high information ratio manager is desired to
help improve the portfolio characteristics
through a short position.

Table 3 demonstrates the case where the
tracking error on the active-only portion is
increased to 20 per cent and the active
portfolio allocations are locked in. In this
case, the total return is more than that of
the ‘maximise risk-adjusted performance’
simulation, but with higher risk (both
absolute and relative). When this active
allocation is combined with the risk-free
asset and the benchmark, the overall return
collapses in order to achieve the tracking
error target. In short, maximising
information ratios on active components,
either in isolation or as a precursor to
active–passive allocation decisions for a
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Table 3: Allocations for maximising risk-adjusted performance versus maximising
information ratios through a two-stage process (active-only for a 20 per cent budget and
then active versus passive)

Max r(CAP)

(%)

Max IR (active

only (%)

Max portfolio return

(based on active portfolio) (%)

Risk free

Benchmark

Active (of which)

Manager A

Manager B

Manager C

Total

Return

Risk

Tracking error

IR

Correlation with BM

–73.2

80.1

93.1

92

14

–6

100.00

36.48

13.39

10.00

1.35

0.72

0.0

0.0

100.0

–33

6

127

100.00

37.95

17.98

20.00

0.75

0.21

–8.8

117.1

–8.3

3

0

–11

100.00

23.36

14.66

10.00

0.04

0.75



paradigm shift and a more open approach
to optimal portfolio construction.
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APPENDIX: DEFINING TRACKING

ERROR AND INFORMATION RATIO

Define 1 as the active manager or asset
allocation strategy, B as the benchmark, r
denotes the return, � denotes the standard
deviation and � is the correlation of returns
between the manager and the benchmark.

If the tracking error of portfolio 1 versus
the benchmark is defined as the standard
deviation of excess returns, it is trivial to
define TE(1) as follows

TE(1) � �(� 2
1 � 2��1�B � �2

B) (A1)

The annualised information ratio is equal to
the annualised excess return divided by the
annualised tracking error, or alternatively,

IR(1) � [r(1) � r(B)]/TE(1) (A2)
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